TRENDS

trend report

Maison &

Objets

Caged beauty
by Grietje Schepers

Florence Deau, interior designer,
blogger on flodeau.com and jury member
on Maison & Objet’s ‘Les Découvertes’,
curates her favourite picks from the
design show’s 2012 offerings, exclusively
for Bazaar Interiors

Made from laser cut sheet metal, this series of the
most intricately crafted birdcages works effortlessly
as an elegant and delicate lighting object. You could
obviously house your favourite feathered friend in it
too. jspr.eu

MONO Themis Mobile designed
by Clara von Zweigbergk

Due to its delicacy and playfulness, this sophisticated geometric mobile
is a decor piece that can appeal to both an adult and young audience; a
colour palette ranging from pastels to vivid fluorescents makes it fit for
any design scheme. artecnicainc.com

Cali Vase
by Karim Rashid

Cali is a minimalist Limoge ceramic
vase inspired by Ottoman calligraphy.
The simple writing line has poetically
become three small bud vases. I love
this fresh take on calligraphy.
gaiagino.com

Hydra Lamps

by Massimo Crema and Ermanno
Rocchi
Only two words, sophistication and poetry come
to mind when you witness the beauty of these
stunning glass-blown pendants. Displayed in
clusters, they are ideal for grand stairwells and
high ceiling lounges. melogranoblu.com

XXX table

by Sylvain Willenz
What makes this rug truly special is the updated play on
tradition with softly-coloured geometric patterns that
will brighten up the most monochromatic of rooms.
chevalier-edition.com
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by Harry Allen

Coordination & additional words by Pratyush Sarup

Folk rug

by Sylvie Meuffels

Re-visiting the old, sometimes
out-of-fashion display cabinets,
this collection of stripped-bare,
glass enclosed metal frames is an
ultra-elegant frame for your most
precious belongings. jspr.eu

Black Swan Vase

by Johanna Grawunder
Sometimes it is hard to draw a line
between design and art - this spectacular
coloured glass coffee table blurs that line.
XXX is total eye-candy with its pure
minimalist elegance seasoned with a burst
of flamboyant colours. glasitalia.com

Steel Cabinet

The collection of a series of limited-edition
Gaia vases designed by Harry Allen and
decorated with feathers and Swarovski
elements is fun, exclusive and very glam!
gaiagino.com

Star Vessels
by David Adjaye

This stunning collection of geometric
copper vases and centrepieces lined
with black Swarosvski crystal fabric
carries the unmistakable
signature of top British
architect Adjaye.
gaiagino.com

Double Herkimer
by Arik Levy

Named after the exceptionally clear quartz
crystal from Herkimer County, New York,
this family of coloured crystal
candleholders is a fun, abstract, topsyturvy collection of stunning table art.
gaiagino.com
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Crown

by Grietje Schepers
This rather massive yet airy pendant
light is an astonishing piece made of
soft laser-cut PVC, forming the most
amazing shadows when lit. Its
colour magically fades from solid
to white and back again. jspr.eu

Shyak Lamp
by Amanda Betz

This beautiful and intricate light is
inspired by the marvellous
architectural shapes of the Iranian
Mosque Sheikh Loftfallah in Isfahan.
The shadows it projects on
surrounding walls are simply
enthralling. gaiagino.com

Paradise
by Banti Fabric

Swedish design duo Bantie makes some
of the loveliest fabrics. Paradise, with its
cute fantasy bird designs is all about
creating a big impact. bantie.se

Top Trends

• Invest in pieces that show off
the unique way they’re made: the
material, using the latest
technology or craftsmanship. Let
the form shine through.
• Fine-cut work is a key trend. Be
it in fabric, metal or wood; for
your lamp or your serviettes,
delicate patterns detailed to
perfection will define 2013.
• Candy colour pops in acid tones
will brighten up any space. Invest
in a statement piece and go big
with it.
• The monochromatic palette is
still timeless. Amp up its scale
and keep the patterns fresh to
update this classic.
• Being eco-friendly is not just a
social statement, it is also the
direction all design lovers are
headed in. Invest in a restored
and up-scaled heritage piece or
bring home something new
made of salvaged wood.

Twist Chair
by Toni Grilo

Twist is a remarkable wooden
setting with an astonishing
sculptural look. This sleekly sliced
seating made of oak strips gives the
piece an intriguing twisty
movement. tonigrilo.com

Fauteuil Illü

by Frank Lefebvre, Bastien Taillard
for Bleu Nature

Grandlier
by LozAbberton

Grandelier is an astonishing
collection of flat-pack pendant lights
and lamps made of future-friendly
materials. Their lovely designs are
inspired by elements of the nature in
Tasmania, like tree leaves and plant
grains. whodidthat.com.au

This eco-friendly outdoor sofa literally borrows its
codes from micro-architecture and is reminiscent
of an intimate wooden shelter hidden in a forest.
bleunature.com

Cut Vase
by DefneKoz

This mirrored, blown glass and silver vase
collection adorned with Swarovski crystals is more
than a sparkly statement. gaiagino.com

Matrix

by Constantin Boym

Arm chair
by Marcos Santos

This sculptural cocoon-shaped lounge chair is all
about organic curves. Its beautifully crafted body
is meant for cushions in on-trend acid pop colours
to enliven any space. branca-lisboa.com
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This tabletop object - that
can be used to display
fruits or hold a candle - has
a mysterious design that
encourages the interplay of
light and crystal. The blocks
appear suspended in the air.
Intriguing and poetic.
gaiagino.com

Surprise
Mirror

by Stephen Johnson
The quintessential gift bow
is both a visually stunning
object and a
multifunctional light cum
mirror. Fun and cute, it has that
surreal yet familiar charm
designed to make you smile.
artecnicainc.com
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